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The only peer-to-peer education
platform that uses the proven
technology and neuroscience
of multiplayer video games to
spark real-time collaboration and
discussion between physicians.

Peer-to-peer events are an important touchpoint for brands
to foster quality interaction between physicians and deliver the
relevant information they need to practice medicine. As these
programs move online, brands are faced with the challenge of
recapturing that organic engagement in a virtual environment.
Gleaned from the deep insights of KOLs and pharmaceutical
companies alike, HuddleUp empowers brands to educate
physicians around any medical scenario, from disease awareness
and treatment decisions, to clinical best practices.

BOOST ENGAGEMENT THROUGH HuddleUp

TM

• Neuroscience-based learning facilitated through clinical strategy, puzzle,
and knowledge-based games
• A virtual arena for up to 8 physicians during each multiplayer event
• Content tailored for dissemination of case studies, disease education,
treatment management, clinical data, and best practices
• Seamless integration of brand-approved content into a HuddleUp event:
Presentation materials, videos, and images
• Instantly accessible platform that allows host to schedule an event and
invite physicians with a simple link or QR code
• Ability to host virtual events in any region of the world
• Proprietary analytics providing rich insights about physicians’ interactions

CONVENIENT MULTI-PLATFORM ACCESS
Runs on phones, tablets, desktop browsers, and runs seamlessly on all major web conferencing platforms
without compromising visual quality, including:
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ABOUT US
Level Ex partners with the world’s most ambitious pharmaceutical companies to accelerate the adoption of their products using
our acclaimed video game platform. We combine the power of the latest cloud-gaming technology with the proven neuroscience
of game design to drive meaningful physician engagement. Our elite team of game developers has created top multiplayer and
social games—from Words with Friends to Call of Duty—and are trusted by top pharma brands to unleash these techniques to
create impactful gaming experiences for their peer-to-peer, sales detailing, and NPP programs.
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ELEVATE YOUR BRAND WITH HuddleUp
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To learn more or request a demo, email partnerships@level-ex.com
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